
Crime fiction/murder mystery 

 

Sophie Hannah and Agatha Christie  

You will love these novels if you’d like lemony Snicket or Sherlock Holmes 

Dame Agatha Mary Clarissa Christie, Lady Mallowan, DBE was an English writer known for her sixty-six 

detective novels and fourteen short story collections, particularly those revolving around fictional detective 

Hercule Poirot and Miss Marple. She is the bestselling Author of all time and her books have only been 

outsold by the Holy Bible.  She was a revolutionary because there had been very few female authors of her 

time that were anywhere near as successful.  

During WW2 she helped Belgian refugees make a home in England, this would inspire her to invent the 

legendary detective Hercule Poirot. Poirot is the most famous fictional detective of all time, on par with 

Sherlock Homes. Christie captured the hearts of people all over the world selling around 2 billion books in 

total. She wrote for her entire life, even on her death bed. She has had a very eventful life and there are 

plenty of dramatizations of her life and stories and I would encourage everyone to go and watch them! And 

because of her historic record in sales and otherwise not a single person has been allowed to write on the 

adventures and mysteries of Hercule Poirot, until now!  

In 2016 the author Sophie Hannah was allowed to write more Hercule Poirot stories, and this is what I'm here 

to tell you about today. Because Agatha Christies writing often contains language, phrases and expressions 

that would not be commonly used nowadays, it can be tricky for some readers. Sophie Hannah delivers real 

Agatha Christie stories in an easy-to-read modern way of writing. As of February 2021, Sophie Hannah has 

written for novels continuing the stories of Hercule Poirot. The novels are as followed: ‘The monogram 

Murders’ ‘Mystery of ¾' ‘Closed casket, and ‘The Killings at Kingfisher hill.’ They are not in any order. I love 

these novels and have all four at home.    

 

https://www.juggernaut.in/authors/d5a0171ff4e74bf19135dd9703d42744 

Use this link above to preview some of Sophie Hannahs books  

 Sophie Hannah   Agatha Christie  
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